Dillon Thomas - Drill Instructor
YEAR - Senior
MAJOR - History
EMAIL - thomasjd@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - Director of the US Archives
FUN FACT - Bananas are an excellent source of potassium

Stuart Brazil - Drill Instructor
YEAR - Junior
MAJOR - Media Arts and Design
EMAIL - brazils1@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - Nat Geo Wildlife Videographer
FUN FACT - Yes, that's actually my last name

Rachel Artman - Drill Instructor
YEAR - Junior
MAJOR - Health Sciences, Pre-OT
EMAIL - artmanrm@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - Pediatric Occupational Therapist
FUN FACT - ~8,000 Americans are injured by musical instruments every year
WELCOME TO
THE MRDS

CONGRATS!
TROMBONES: YOU ARE OFFICIALLY PART OF THE COOLEST SECTION IN THE BAND, AND THIS SEASON IS GOING TO BE OUT OF THIS WORLD.

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS TO REMEMBER BEFORE CAMP STARTS:

WHAT TO BRING:
- SUNSCREEN
- MOUTHPIECE
- ATHLETIC WEAR
- SHEET MUSIC
- PENCILS
- SPENDING CASH
- KHAKI SHORTS (PEP RALLY UNIFORM)

WHAT TO DO:
JOIN THE FACEBOOK GROUP
FB.COM/GROUPS/MRDTROMBONES2015
STAY CONNECTED
CHECK YOUR JMU EMAIL AND JMU.EDU/MRD FOR UPDATES
PRACTICE! - THE MUSIC IS HERE
THIS INCLUDES YOU RETURNING MEMBERS

SEE YOU AUGUST 23RD!

THE LEADERSHIP TEAM

WILL FORD - Section Leader
YEAR - Senior
MAJOR - Jazz Studies
EMAIL - fordwk@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - Trombone Professor
FUN FACT - 88% of all statistics are made up

KYLE LUNDQUIST - Section Leader
YEAR - Senior
MAJOR - Anthropology / History
EMAIL - lundqkfu@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - Curator at the Smithsonian
FUN FACT - The English word ‘fun’ is derived from the Middle English word ‘fon’, meaning to cheat or hoax.

VINNY OKECHUKWU - Section Leader
YEAR - Sophomore
MAJOR - Music Education (Vocal)
EMAIL - okechuvo@dukes.jmu.edu
DREAM JOB - High School Choral Director
FUN FACT - Ancient Egyptians shaved their eyebrows to mourn the death of their cats